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Magnetic nanoparticles can be coated with specific ligands that enable them to bind to receptors
on a cell’s surface. When a magnetic field is applied, it pulls on the particles so that they deliver
nanoscale forces at the ligand-receptor bond. It has been observed that mechanical stimulation in
this manner can activate cellular signaling pathways that are known as mechanotransduction
pathways. Integrin receptors, stretch-activated ion channels, focal adhesions, and the cytoskeleton
are key players in activating these pathways, but there is still much we do not know about how
these mechanosensors work. Current evidence indicates that applied forces at these structures can
activate Ca2� signaling, Src family protein kinase, MAPK, and RhoGTPase pathways. The techniques
of magnetic twisting and magnetic tweezers, which use magnetic particles to apply forces to cells,
afford a fine degree of control over how cells are stimulated and hold much promise in elucidating
the fundamentals of mechanotransduction. The particles are generally not harmful to cellular
health, and their nanoscale dimensions make them advantageous for probing a cell’s molec-
ular-scale sensory structures. This review highlights the basic aspects of magnetic nanopar-
ticles, magnetic particle techniques and the structures and pathways that are involved in
mechanotransduction. (Endocrinology 151: 0000 – 0000, 2010)

Cells contain mechanically sensitive receptors that ac-
tivate signaling proteins, allowing them to respond to

cues in their local environment. The signaling pathways
activated by mechanical stimulation can affect cellular
functions like apoptosis, communication, contraction,
differentiation, migration, proliferation, and secretion.
The process of mechanotransduction, which is how cells
convert physical force into a biochemical signal, plays a
major role in the development and pathology of human
tissue through its influence over cell function. Mechanical
stimulation can provide another avenue of control over
cells in addition to biochemical ones, so there is strong
interest in the fields of tissue engineering (1) and stem cell
biology (2) to understand the basics of mechanotransduc-
tion and develop ways to harness it. Here the hope is that
one can instruct cells to change their function or undergo
differentiation through the influence of a scaffold’s me-
chanical properties or a regimen of applied forces. The
combination of appropriate physical and chemical cues
will make it effective to create a wider range of de novo

tissue types for repair or replacement. Mechanotransduc-
tion also has importance in diseases like atherosclerosis (3)
and cancer (4), which have pathophysiological aspects
that are physical in nature. It is hypothesized that cells may
be steered toward adverse outcomes through physical cues
in their microenvironment, e.g. shear forces or matrix
stiffness. A deeper understanding of mechanotransduc-
tion creates opportunities to identify the receptors and
pathways that govern mechanotransduction, which may
make them viable targets for therapeutic treatments (5).

The research on mechanotransduction holds many
promises, but the diminutive nature of cells and their
mechanosensitive receptors causes a high degree of ambi-
guity. With bioanalytical techniques or molecular ap-
proaches, one can study the role of a single type of protein
or gene by transforming it to be on or off and then exam-
ining the changes in cell function or signaling. However,
the responseof a cell toapplied force isnot always straight-
forward because when force is applied at the macroscale,
the whole structure of the cell is distorted, making it dif-
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ficult to scrutinize the response of a single type of receptor
from the inadvertent activation of others. For this reason,
magnetic nanoparticles have been relied on to overcome
the experimental difficulties with macroscopic approaches.
This review highlights the use of magnetic particle technol-
ogy to identify the receptors, pathways, and responses in-
volved in mechanotransduction signaling.

Overview of Magnetic Particles

There is a great deal of inventiveness in the use of magnetic
particlesbecauseonecan tailor theirdimensions,magnetic
properties, and surface coatings (6–8). They are unique
probes for mechanotransduction because the diameters of
the particles are at the same length scale as the biological
structures to be interrogated. More importantly, their
magnetization is not significantly diminished at the
nanoscale. They can be synthesized as small as a few nano-
meters in diameter but still achieve good dimensional uni-
formity within a fabrication batch (6). At this size, each
particle possesses a single magnetic domain and super-
paramagnetic properties, in comparison with larger mag-
netic particles, which have multiple ferromagnetic do-
mains and permanent magnetic properties (6). The force
that an external magnetic field exerts on the particle can
range from 10�12 to 10�9 newtons, which are the typical
levels that cells experience in vivo (9). For mechanotrans-
duction studies, iron oxide particles are used more com-
monly than other magnetic materials like cobalt or nickel
because they are simpler to synthesize by coprecipitation
from iron salts (6). In fact, batches of synthesized iron
oxide micro- or nanoparticles are available from commer-
cial manufacturers and come prepared with reactive func-
tional groups on the surface (Fig. 1A). By selecting the
appropriate surface functional group, it is feasible to
chemically attach a ligand to a particle, which enables it to
bind to a chosen receptor type on a cell’s surface (7). How-
ever, a more straightforward manner is to adsorb matrix
proteins from solution onto the particle’s surface through
hydrophobic interactions (10, 11). In general, proteins
like collagen or fibronectin keep their native conformation
when adsorbed and so cells can bind through their recep-
tors’ recognition of the protein’s ligand domains that re-
main intact. Biocompatibility of magnetic materials is a
concern, so iron oxide is a more favorable magnetic ma-
terial than cobalt or nickel because iron homeostasis is
tightly controlled by a cell to clear excess iron (8). Over the
course of many hours, however, nanoparticles can be in-
ternalized through endocytosis, which may contribute to
cytotoxicity by overwhelming the mechanisms of iron
clearance. For mechanotransduction studies, magnetic
particles are predominately used to study receptors on the

outside of a cell and are seldom used for internal probing,
so issues of cytotoxicity and internalization are often
avoided through cautious, short-term studies.

Magnetic Particle Techniques for Cell
Signal Activation

In general, the idea that physical force can act as a regu-
latory signal has parallelism to endocrine signaling. Force,
like hormones or growth factors, can guide the develop-
ment and function of cells through changes in gene ex-
pression. The process starts with mechanoreceptors that
lead to changes in protein kinase or phosphatase activity
inside the cell. In general, the signal is propagated forward
to activate transcription factors that regulate the expres-
sion of target genes. As with mutations in extracellular
signaling, mutations in mechanotransduction pathways
can muddle the sensation of force and cause errors in sig-
nal interpretation. Dysfunction in mechanotransduction
is hypothesized to drive cells to pathological outcomes like
cancer, atherosclerosis, or asthma (4, 12). It should be
pointed out that mechanotransduction changes do not al-
ways need to go through the nucleus; force can activate

FIG. 1. Magnetic nanoparticles for mechanical activation of cell
receptors. A, Nanosynthesized magnetic particles can be coated with a
organic or nonorganic base coating that protects the magnetic core
and provides a foundation for subsequent conjugation with reactive
surface groups or adsorption of matrix proteins like fibronectin or
collagen. B, Magnetic twisting cytometry imparts a mechanical torque
through an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the particle’s
magnetic dipole moment (�). The induced shear stress, which can be
as strong as 4 N/m2, mechanically activates integrin receptors or
stretch-activated ion channels (SAC). C, Magnetic tweezers use a
gradient field to pull magnetic particles toward the pole tip of an
electromagnetic coil or permanent magnetic. With magnetic tweezers,
forces up to 10 nN have been reported. D, Magnetic aggregation can
be used to activate immunological responses in mast cell using
superparamagnetic nanoparticles to induce clustering of IgE-bound
Fc�RI receptors.
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pathways that modulate the activation of cell functions
like migration, contraction, or secretion. Although many
phenomenological observations have been made, the
mechanisms of how force initiates biochemical changes
are not fully understood (9, 13). It may involve stretch-
induced conformational changes in proteins in the vicinity
of the receptor (14), force transmission from the receptor
to specialized mechanosensors within a cell (15, 16),
and/or changes in tensional integrity (tensegrity) of the
cytoskeleton (17). However, what is apparent is that
there is not a single master switch that initiates cellular
mechanotransduction.

Magnetic particles can overcome the limits apparent in
other techniques used for studying mechanotransduction.
Approaches that subject cells to shear or stretch continue
to pioneer the field of mechanotransduction, but they ap-
ply forces at multiple points on a cell, which obscures the
identification of the mechanoreceptors involved in the pro-
cess. Magnetic particles offer more control at the nanoscale
because one can readily manipulate the strength, direction,
and location of the magnetic force by the placement of the
magnetic fields and the ligand coating on the bead (Fig. 1A).
This isolates out the interactions from other receptors and
sidesteps the convolution of stimulating multiple receptors
types that could activate several pathways in parallel.

The laws of physics allow for different ways to twist,
pull, or cluster magnetic particles and so several magnetic
technique platforms have been developed (18, 19). Mag-
netic twisting cytometry generates a mechanical torque at
the particle-cell interface by applying a field in a direction
perpendicular to the magnetic dipole of the particle (Fig.
1B) (10). The torque imparted by the applied field drives
a particle to twist or roll on a cell’s surface. Because the
particle is physically restrained by the bonds at the recep-
tor-ligand interface, the rolling action produces a shearing
force at the cell’s receptor. Force can be applied at high
frequency by modulating the current passing through the
electromagnetic coils that generate the field and thereby
impart cyclic loading on the cell. The second main ap-
proach with magnetic particles is magnetic tweezers,
which are able to pull on particles by gradients in a mag-
netic field (Fig. 1C) (20). Here one of the pole ends of an
electromagnetic coil has a long, sharp tip that is placed
using a micropositioner to be a close distance from a par-
ticle. The field lines that emanate from the pole tip radiate
outward and loop back to the other pole of the electro-
magnetic coil. If a particle is situated within these field
lines, it is pulled toward the tip because in that direction,
the field gradient is strongest; they become more concen-
trated spatially as the distance decreases between the tip
and a particle. As one positions the electromagnetic coil so

that tip-to-particle distance is smaller, the magnetic pull-
ing force at the particle-cell interface is stronger.

The remaining focus of this review summarizes the
findings on mechanotransduction receptors and signaling
pathways that have resulted from magnetic twisting and
magnetic tweezers. However, it is important to highlight
a recent accomplishment of magnetic nanoparticles tech-
nology whose feat of control over physical interactions of
individual receptors was groundbreaking (21). Magnetic
nanoparticles were used to activate mast cells in a manner
that replicated the immunological activation of IgE recep-
tors by allergens. Here superparamagnetic particles with
30-nm diameters were coated with dinitrophenyl by con-
jugating it to surface amine groups with glutaraldehyde.
Mast cells were then incubated with antidinitrophenyl IgE
antibodies to complex them with their high-affinity IgE
receptor (Fc�RI). When the particles and cells were com-
bined, each nanoparticle became bound to one IgE-Fc�RI
receptor complex (Fig. 1D). Initially, the nanoparticles
were nonmagnetized and there was no external magnetic
field, so they were free to travel with the diffusive move-
ments of the Fc�RI receptors in the membrane. When a
gradient field was applied, the induced magnetization in
the particles caused them to aggregate together and drove
the Fc�RI receptors into a clustered arrangement. Mag-
netic clustering in this manner replicates receptor activa-
tion that occurs with multivalent allergens. An allergen
contains multiple ligand domains that spatially arrange
Fc�RI receptors to be clustered in close proximity with
each other and allows the receptors to autoactivate one
another. Nanoparticle clustering of Fc�RI receptors acti-
vatedCa2� ionsrelease fromintracellular stores inmastcells,
which is a response that mediates IgE-associated secretion of
histamine during allergic reactions (22). The power of nano-
particles was elegantly demonstrated here for immune re-
ceptors, but the technique could be extended to physically
manipulate other receptor types. It is exciting to anticipate
future studies in cellular signaling that would benefit from
such a controllable, yet noninvasive technique.

Activation of Mechanotransduction
Receptors

Nanoparticles used for mechanotransduction have re-
vealed a complex interplay between membrane receptors
and the cytoskeleton, which suggests interdependence be-
tween membrane surface sensors and the cell’s internal
structural arrangement. The predominant molecular
transducers of force are integrins, which are a family of �

and � heterodimer transmembrane glycoproteins that act
as extracellular matrix receptors (Fig. 1B) (23). Integrins
play an essential role in the signaling and structure of a cell,
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so it is a natural expectation that the two roles appear to
be intertwined (15, 24). Integrin extracellular portions
bind to ligands in the matrix and support cell adhesion,
whereas their intracellular domains associate with the cy-
toskeleton through focal adhesion proteins, which regu-
late cell survival, differentiation, migration, and mech-
anotransduction pathways (15, 24). Integrins physically
link the mechanical environment outside a cell to its in-
ternal cytoskeleton, serving as a conduit for mechanosen-
sation. Because integrin-adhesion complexes can vary in
size from nanometers to micrometers, magnetic particles
are well suited to probe them at an equal length scale.
Studies have pulled on magnetic particles coated with ex-
tracellular matrix proteins like fibronectin or collagen
(Fig. 1A) and compared the responses with particles with
nonintegrin adhesive coatings or in the absence of mag-
netic fields to show that mechanotransduction is triggered
by the specific combination of locally applied forces and
integrin-ligand engagement (10, 25). A seminal work with
magnetic twisting showed that applied force is able to
activate cellular pathways that reinforce the adhesion site
and make it more resistant to the particle’s twisting (10).
Adhesion reinforcement required integrinbindingbecause
the effect was seen only if the magnetic beads were coated
with anti-�1 integrin or Arg-Gly-Asp peptide, which is a
ligand domain in fibronectin for integrin receptor �5�1.
Moreover, their work showed that the cytoskeleton plays
an essential role in mechanotransduction because disrup-
tion of actin, microtubules, or intermediate filaments led
to reduced adhesion reinforcement.

Physical activation of cells is associated with changes in
the conformation and/or assembly of focal adhesion pro-
teins on the inside of the cell membrane. Using magnetic
tweezers, it has been observed that application of 12 pN of
force to talin can stretch its structure about its �-helical
domains (26). Talin is a protein that can bind directly to
integrins and serves as a scaffold for additional focal ad-
hesion proteins. Its stretched-opened conformation ex-
poses cryptic sites that enhance the binding of vinculin,
which is another scaffold protein for focal adhesion as-
sembly. Vinculin can then recruit paxillin, which acts as a
docking platform for tyrosine kinases and phosphatases
(27, 28). The platform configuration helps stabilize focal
adhesion signaling by the close proximity between docked
proteins. Congregating signaling proteins together helps
their normally short-lived activated states be more effi-
cient in phosphorylating or dephosphorylating their target
substrates, allowing their signals to be relayed down-
stream more efficiently. Vinculin is not the only protein
that is recruited to the adhesion site through force-en-
hanced binding because actin, �-tubulin, filamin, and Fil-
GAP have increase concentration at the adhesion site when

integrins are pulled on using magnetic particles (29–32). In
addition to integrin receptors, the recruitment responses in
other cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesion receptors like uroki-
nase receptor (33), E-selectin (34), E-cadherin (35), and VE-
cadherin (36) have been examined with magnetic twisting or
magnetic tweezers, but further work is needed to uncover
their roles in mechanotransduction signaling. The observa-
tions of adhesion reinforcement at these nonintegrin recep-
tors underscores that mechanotransduction is not defined by
a single master receptor but that multiple receptors may be
involved in the interpretation of mechanical stimulation.

In the membrane, stretch-activated ion channels are
primordial mechanosensitive structures found in a variety
of bacterial and mammalian cells that play a crucial role in
converting mechanical force into electrical and chemical
signals. Stretch-activated ion channels act as release valves
by alleviating osmotic swelling through rapid regulation
in ion concentration before cell lysis occurs. Transport of
Ca2�, Na�, K�, or Cl� by stretch-activated ion channels
is physically controlled by changes in membrane tension
(37). According to the prevalent model of stretch-acti-
vated ion channel opening, tension expands the chan-
nel’s central pore so that it acts as a gate and permits the
influx of extracellular ions across the cell membrane
and into the cytosol (37). A rapid rise in cytosolic ion
concentration can depolarize the membrane, open volt-
age-dependent channels, or the ions themselves can func-
tion as secondary messengers. Mobilization of Ca2� in
particular may be responsible for activating signaling
pathways associated with mechanotransduction because
applied tension through integrin-bound magnetic parti-
cles has been observed to cause Ca2� spikes that lead to
force-related changes in cell function (11, 38, 39). Inter-
estingly, when stimulated with 2 N/m2 of stress from mag-
netic tweezers, cells loaded with calcium-sensitive fluores-
cence dye showed an initially strong Ca2� spike with force
stimulation, but these cells demonstrated progressively
lower spikes with each additional pull of the magnetic
beads. It was observed that if physical stimulation was
applied too frequently (every 6 min), then there was a
steady drop in Ca2� spike intensity to almost undetectable
levels, but if the force was repeated less frequently (every
10 min), the Ca2� spikes were similar in intensity and
could be repeat over longer durations. The lack of repeat-
ability with faster cycles is likely due to a lag in calcium ion
pumps, in which storage levels of Ca2� ions are not pre-
pared for the next bout of stimulation, but it also suggests
that there may be appropriate frequencies at which me-
chanical stimulation needs to be applied to elicit the stron-
gest mechanotransduction response.

Although external force from magnetic tweezers or
magnetic twisting acts on the surface and not directly on
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the cytoskeleton, its assembled state and structural tension
can strongly influence the mechanotransduction response.
The architecture of the cytoskeleton is nonuniform and
has domains of tightly packed filaments composed of ac-
tin, myosin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments that
provide structural stiffness to a cell (40). Cytoskeletal fil-
aments span the length of a cell and provide stability to the
overall structure but also mechanically connect distant
ends of a cell (16). Inhibiting the rate at which these fila-
ments polymerize, motor activity of myosin, or cross-link-
ing of the cytoskeleton by actin-binding proteins can
change the mechanosensation ability of integrins and
stretch-activated ion channels. For integrins, cytoskeletal
tension normally acts as a counterbalance to applied force
(10, 41). Without cytoskeletal tension, focal adhesions fail
to accumulate in size and many of the associated mech-
anotransduction signaling pathways are attenuated. For
stretch-activated ion channels, the cytoskeleton provides
resistance to physical deformations that open the central
channel structure. Treating cells with cytochalasin D in-
hibits actin polymerization, reduced cytoskeletal tension,
and causes significantly higher Ca2� spikes when cells are
pulled on (38). Here cytoskeletal tension appears to an-
tagonize stretch-activated ion channel signaling. Even
though integrins and stretch-activated ion channels re-
spond contrary to the state of the cytoskeleton, both are
beholden to its tensional integrity.

Mechanosensitive Signaling Pathways

Studies using magnetic particles have helped to uncover a
unique set of pathways that regulate mechanotransduc-
tion. These pathways have been corroborated using dif-
ferent techniques other than magnetic particles, so the
field has an encouraging degree of consensus in its findings
(42). It has been shown that force applied at integrins can
activate tyrosine kinases like Src and focal adhesion ki-
nase, which promote downstream signaling and recruit-
ment of proteins to the focal adhesions (25, 43, 44). Ac-
tivation occurs locally at the particle-membrane interface,
but it can propagate to other mechanosensors in a cell
through the structure of the cytoskeleton. Actin and mi-
crotubule filaments can transmit mechanical force along
their lengths to distant focal adhesions, in which the mech-
anotransduction response is amplified (45, 46). Twisting
magnetic beads on the surface of a cell has been shown to
cause local activation, but the applied force is also trans-
mittable (45). The actin-at-a-distance response has been
shown to cause Src activation at focal adhesions that are
distant from the site of force application (46). However,
tensional integrity of the cytoskeleton must be maintained

so that the applied force can be effectively sent to these
other structures.

Other mechanotransduction pathways activated dur-
ing integrin stimulation include cAMP (47), p38 MAPK
(31, 48, 49), and RhoA GTPase (50–52). These pathways
cause activation of transcription factors like cAMP-re-
sponse elementbinding (47),myocardin-related transcrip-
tion factor (52), and serum-response factor (51) that lead
to changes in gene expression. The dominating cellular
response to force stimulation is adaptive changes in the
structure-function relationship of the cytoskeleton. It has
been observed that cells stimulated by magnetic particles
have increased production of proteins like filamin or
smooth muscle actin (31, 48–52). Filamin cross-links ac-
tin and causes the cytoskeleton to be more resistant to
further mechanical distortion. Expression of smooth mus-
cle actin is a hallmark of cellular differentiation into a
more contractile state that is accompanied by increased
cytoskeletal tension. By opening stretch-activated ion
channels with magnetic particles, the resultant Ca2�

spikes can activate protein kinase C signaling that leads to
increased filamin levels, indicating that there can be over-
lap in the activation of mechanotransduction pathways by
different receptors (30). It also suggests that the cytoskeleton
is a common target for mechanically regulated changes. Ad-
ditionally, alterations in cellular structure-function relation-
ships are not restricted to the individual cell that is under
mechanical stimulation. Forces from magnetic particles can
cause up-regulation of endothelin-1 in endothelial cells,
which is a strong paracrine signal for smooth muscle vaso-
constriction (53). In this example, force applied to one cell
can affect nearby cells through the release of soluble factors
in endocrine signaling.

Concluding Remarks

Magnetic particles provide a means to remotely manipu-
late the mechanical sensory structures in a cell. In contrast
to diffusive signals, actuation of magnetic forces is rapid
and controllable in direction, magnitude, and duration.
However, by tailoring the ligand coating on the particles,
it may be feasible to isolate the responses from one endo-
crine receptor at a time. Magnetic particles coated in this
manner could activate signaling pathways in a synchro-
nized manner so that the dynamics of the signal transduc-
tion process can be examined. In considering of the efforts
underway in systems biology (54), it could be advanta-
geous to use magnetically activate receptors with synchro-
nization to map out cellular signaling in a systematic way
and across many cells. Moreover, through the use of pro-
tein or genetic interference techniques, it will be feasible to
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study the cellular errors that occur in interpreting chemical
or mechanical signals.

Mechanical stimuli are ubiquitous in living systems,
and mechanotransduction could represent one of the old-
est transduction mechanisms that arose in living organ-
isms. In its simplest form, unicellular organisms like bac-
teria use stretch-activated ion channels to self-regulate the
mechanotransduction response. For multicellular organ-
isms, adhesion molecules like integrins interpret the me-
chanical signals in the surrounding tissue to induce
changes in cytoskeletal structure or gene activity. Whether
stretch-activated ion channels are more archaic structures
than integrins is beyond the scope of this review, but the
fact that mechanoreceptors are found in a range of organ-
isms indicates that it is nearly ubiquitous for living systems
to respond to their physical environment.

Cells live in a social context where they are mechani-
cally connected to each other by cell-cell and cell-matrix
adhesions and communicate through the release of soluble
factors. Together, these mechanical and biochemical con-
nections form a unique hierarchy of communication. It is
plausible that mechanosensation activity in one cell may in-
duce changes in its neighbors through endocrine activity
brought on by mechanotransduction. As magnetic nanopar-
ticle technology matures and becomes more commonplace,
we can expect substantial advancements in deciphering the
molecular mechanisms and signaling pathways that are in-
volved. The final goal will be to bring consensus among the
different relationships that mechanical forces have on cellu-
lar function.
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